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"By the time of Japan's surrender in 1945, an entire generation had grown up knowing nothing
but conflict; but the transformation of Japan into a militarist power began decades earlier, with
the toppling of the old samurai regime, and the rush of the formerly isolated nation onto the
world stage."Japan at War in the Pacific recounts the dramatic story of Japan's transformation
from a Samurai-led feudal society to a modern military-industrial empire in the space of a few
decades--and the many wars it fought along the way. These culminated in an attempt by Japan's
military leaders to create an Asia-Pacific empire which at its greatest extent rivaled the British
Empire in scope and power.The battle for supremacy in the Pacific brought the Japanese to
great heights but led ultimately to the nation's utter devastation at the end of World War II,
culminating with the dropping of atomic bombs on Hiroshima and Nagasaki--the only time such
weapons have been used in warfare.In this book, author Jonathan Clements offers fascinating
insights into:The wars that Japan fought during its rise to supremacy in the western Pacific,
including the Russo-Japanese War, the seizure of Manchuria and war in China, and the Pacific
theater of World War II.The many military actions undertaken by Imperial Japanese forces
including the horrific "Rape of Nanjing," the surprise attack on Pearl Harbor, the decisive defeat
at the Battle of Midway, the savage Battles of Okinawa and Iwo Jima, and many more.The
motivations and beliefs of Japan's leaders, as well as the policy decisions of a government
dedicated to expansion which ultimately led to a complete dismantling of the nation's political
and social order during the Allied Occupation.With over 75 photographs and maps, this book
vividly recounts the brutal story of Japan's military conquests. Clements charts the evolution of
the Japanese empire in the Pacific and the influence of a ruthless military-led government on
everything from culture and food to fashion and education--including the anthems and rallying
calls of a martial nation which were silenced long ago but continue to echo in Asian politics.

"In 1853, a fleet of US warships arrived at Japan, and through the threat of violence, ended
Japan's 250 years of self-isolation from the world. The destabilization caused by this event led to
a government that looked to the Western powers as their example, and they started down the
road to creating an empire. Jonathan Clements's new book outlines how a nation that had no
living memory of war transformed itself into a militarized, expansionist power that dragged the
entirety of Asia and the Pacific into war."--Powell's Books Blog --This text refers to the hardcover
edition.About the AuthorJonathan Clements is the author of many books including A Brief
History of Japan; Christ's Samurai: The True Story of the Shimabara Rebellion; A Brief History of
the Samurai; Modern Japan: All That Matters and biographies of Admiral Togo and Prince
Saionji Kinmochi. In 2016 he became the presenter of Route Awakening (National Geographic
Channel), a TV series on the historical icons of Chinese culture. --This text refers to the



hardcover edition.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.While the Korea
debate dragged on, Japan faced another foreign policy problem in Taiwan —events preceded
the Korea issue, but had taken many months to percolate. On a stormy night in November 1871,
a ship from the Ryukyu Islands had capsized off Taiwan's south-east coast. Sixty-six survivors
struggled ashore, where local Chinese warned them of "savage" tribesmen in the forest, and
under the pretext of helping them, relieved them of all their valuables. Distrusting their erstwhile
saviors, the Ryukyuans left them behind and marched into the forbidden forest, where they met
local villagers, who made a ritual friendship offer of water and food.The story, as told back in
Japan, was that the sailors were massacred by head-hunters. The story back in Taiwan, was that
they had met local villagers, and inadvertently insulted them by dining and dashing. Possibly, the
villagers had expected a ôrewardö that was not forthcoming; possibly their extraction of this
ransom from their charges was regarded by the Ryukyuans as robbery.Whatever happened, fifty-
four of the fleeing Ryukyuans were tracked down the following day and slaughtered. There were
multiple chances to settle the incident at a local level. But the Ryuku islands were in a territorially
unclear position, and deliberately so. Ever since 1655, the "kings" of the Ryuku islands had only
existed in order to keep up the pretense of Ryuku being a Chinese vassal state— such a
performance thereby avoided antagonizing the Chinese and provoking military action.Now,
however, the Japanese state wanted Ryuku officially acknowledged as part of its own territory,
and the deaths of the fishermen on Taiwan were a priceless opportunity to enforce this idea. The
Japanese were encouraged in this by Charles Le Gendre (1830û99), the former American
consul in Amoy, China, who pushed himself on the Japanese as an adviser in Taiwanese
aboriginal matters, and urged them to use the incident as a political lever. A Civil War veteran
and a fearsome sight, having lost an eye and part of his nose to a bullet in Virginia, the French-
born Le Gendre had advanced as far as he could in his diplomatic career.He was calling in on
Japan on his way home to the United States, having been reprimanded for over-stepping his
authority, and refused promotion to a higher position. Le Gendre regarded his main achievement
to have been a successful resolution of an earlier situation on Taiwan, where he had secured an
agreement from aborigines to never attack men on ships that flew the American flag.He had
done so by inviting himself along as an "observer" on a Chinese expedition, seizing command
from the hapless Chinese general, and marching into the hinterland to parley with the local
chieftain Toketok.Le Gendre regarded Taiwan as a microcosm of all China, and hence that his
limited knowledge of the island made him an expert on the entire country. In 1871, he
summarized his ideas in a "letter" to a colleague, to which he subsequently appended 160
pages of memoranda and essays, and self-published in Amoy under the title How to Deal With
China. Now couched as learned advice to the US Secretary of State, who had openly rejected
such counsel, the book's one hundred copies were liberally strewn around the diplomatic
community, where its title page cunningly alluded to Le Gendre as both a general and a consul,
neither of which was really true at the time it was printed. It would be, however, the perfect calling
card in Japan. --This text refers to the hardcover edition.Read more
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JAPAN AT WARIN THE PACIFIC“Two things must be stressed: the dual role of the Japanese
people as accomplices and victims, and the essential continuity of the story from 1868 to
1945… So much of Japanese history has been papered over or beautified that one needs the
skepticism of the criminal lawyer, the skills of the investigative journalist and the intuition of the
historical novelist to explore it fully.”—Donald Calman, The Nature and Origins of Japanese
Imperialism“To see ordinary Japanese in World War II as simultaneously victims and victimizers
offends our conventional sense of morality, but is nonetheless an important step towards
recognizing that the great war in Asia was a tragedy for everyone involved.”—John Dower, Japan
in War and Peace“We cannot afford to be ignorant of the world in which disputes arise.”—
Radhabinod Pal, Dissentient Judgement of Justice PalFor Angelawell, you did ask…
ContentsINTRODUCTION:An Alien GameCHAPTER 1Rich Nation, Strong ArmyCHAPTER 2A
Dagger to the HeartCHAPTER 3The White PerilCHAPTER 4The War GodsCHAPTER 5The
Promised LandCHAPTER 6The Dark ValleyCHAPTER 7An Octopus Eating Its Own
TentaclesCHAPTER 8Into the Tiger’s DenCHAPTER 9Running WildCHAPTER 10The Iron
StormCHAPTER 11Merely HumanTimelineNotes on NamesFurther
ReadingAcknowledgmentsIndexINTRODUCTIONAn Alien GameEven before U.S. Commodore
Matthew Calbraith Perry set out on his historic voyage in 1852, there were mutterings in the
English-language press. Six months ahead of the departure of Perry’s “Black Ships” for Japan,
the New York correspondent for the London Times observed that it was unlikely that “the most
powerful maritime force we have ever sent to the East Indies” was really going there to make a
hydrographic survey.It is very clear that after we have gone through to the Pacific, and got
possession for all practical purposes, of the continent, our adventurous spirit will wish for some
new field for conquest, excitement and fortune…. [T]he fact can be read now as clearly as it will
be a year or ten years hence—that our aggressions on the Asiatic coast are beginning. The U.S.
will shortly enact the same gunpowder drama England played in ‘42 with China, and we shall do
it with less moderation. Already the Sandwich Islands [Hawaii], like ripe fruit, are falling into our
hands. Other Pacific clusters are waiting to be gathered. And then will come Japan…1For more
than two centuries, the Tokugawa Shōguns had run Japan on behalf of the Emperor, shutting the
country off from the outside world in order to shield it from the predations of foreign colonialists
and Christian missionaries.In that time, the world had undergone rapid transformation. While
Japan slept, the United States of America had extended its power from sea to shining sea, while
Britain had turned India into the jewel in its crown. An Industrial Revolution had transformed the
acquisition of raw materials and the manufacture of goods.It had also made the world smaller.
The United States of America wanted coaling ports for its whalers, and safe harbors for the
China trade across the Pacific, which were two of the main, innocent-sounding reasons for
Commodore Perry conveying President Fillmore’s overtures.“And, after all,” continued the Times,
“is it not inevitable that sooner or later these besotted Oriental nations must come out from their



barbarous seclusion, and wheel into the ranks of civilization?” Japan had shut itself away from
the outside world for 250 years, but now “civilization” was calling, and it demanded that the door
be opened. Not that the Times’s own correspondent in New York was not aware of the likely spin-
offs. Think, for example, of the fun that could be had:…to paint this expedition in bright colours,
appealing to the pride, ambition, vanity, cupidity, and patriotism of the nation, and causing
twenty-five millions of people to wait anxiously for news of “a great American naval victory off the
coast of Japan &c.” Nor would it be difficult to imagine what influence such a report (true or false)
might have, if it happened to arrive ten days before the Presidential election. The telegraph
(playing over 20,000 miles of electric wire) could be made a very valuable adjunct in this great
combat.2Japan was having none of it. Its policy-makers, schooled in classical Chinese,
appropriated a slogan from the ancient past, when China, the center of all true civilization in their
eyes, had faced foreign invasions.“Revere the Emperor, Expel the Barbarians” (sonnō jōi) harked
back over two thousand years, to a time when a famous duke exhorted nobles to remain faithful
to their king.3 It was dredged up in the Tokugawa period by policy advisers who likened
Christian missionaries and European visitors to those barbarians of old.Perry demanded, and
was given in the Treaty of Peace and Amity of 1854, a number of concessions. These included
“mutual peace,” the safe repatriation of shipwrecked American sailors; the sale to American
ships of “wood and water” (i.e. fuel and provisions); trade transactions and the necessary
currency exchange to make such things possible, the opening of the ports of Shimoda and
Hakodate to American ships, and the opening of an American consulate in Shimoda. The
agreement also included a “Most Favored Nation” clause, which allowed that if Japan concluded
any other agreements with any foreign power, those same benefits would automatically accrue
to the United States. Later agreements would append other clauses that undermined Japanese
sovereignty, including caps on import-export tax, “freedom of religious expression” (which
allowed the foreign visitors to practice Christianity, illegal in Japan since the 1630s), and
extraterritoriality, which entitled foreign visitors who committed a crime to be tried by their own
courts, not local law enforcement. It was, as the Times had predicted, a similar “gunpowder
drama” to that which the British had forced on China, and would carry the same catch-all term:
Unequal Treaties.A decree was issued in the name of the Japanese Emperor, demanding that
the Shōgun was to refuse these new demands, and shoo the foreigners out of his country, as
befitting his job description as the “barbarian-suppressing supreme general.” But such
terminology was literally medieval, dating from the period when the early samurai had fought
decades of frontier wars against Japan’s indigenous people in the north. It had, perhaps, come
to signify a responsibility for holding out unwelcome Europeans, particularly the Spanish and
Portuguese whose missionaries had represented a threat to Japanese order in the 16th century,
but the Shōgun’s job, along with the technology at his disposal, was two centuries behind the
times.Many in Edo, the Shōgun’s city, faced with visible evidence of American might, understood
that some sort of reform would be necessary. For the Emperor in Kyōto, far away from the crisis,
the news sounded like the Shōgun was an incompetent, no longer able to do a simple job. A



similar attitude prevailed among some of the samurai clans of the far south, ever resentful of the
Tokugawa’s stranglehold on power, and ready to jump at the chance to suggest they might do a
better job.The experience would prove to be a disaster. With Perry’s demands, and with the
subsequent Unequal Treaties, the U.S. (and the European powers that piled in after it) argued
that Japan has been assessed and found wanting, that it, like China and India, was a failed state
that had fallen behind the times, unfit to manage its own foreign affairs. The Japanese, however,
answered this challenge with an unprecedented rush to modernize (whatever that meant, and
there was much argument). Doing so, it was hoped, would restore to Japan its sovereignty, and
remove the Unequal Treaties it had been forced to conclude with the foreign arrivals.Some were
ahead of the game. On several occasions, promising young samurai from dissident domains
sneaked out of the country to gain an advanced view of the West. One such group, the “Chōshū
Five,” was smuggled out to Britain for an education in 1863, even though at least two of them
had been in a raiding party, part of the period’s anti-foreign activism, that had attacked and set
fire to the British Legation in Edo only a year earlier. One of their number, the future Prime
Minister Itō Hirobumi, wrote a poem that summarized the contradictions of having to learn from
his enemy how to play this new and unfamiliar game.Be assured—it is for the Emperor’s
realmThat I embark upon this journeyShamed though I am in my manly pride.4Itō returned to
Japan in time to participate in the “Meiji Restoration” of 1868—a coup d’état which overturned
the Tokugawa power bloc that had run Japan for the previous 250 years. The old order was
replaced by an uneasy alliance among the victors, already in disagreement about the nature of
Japan’s response to the challenge presented by the outside world. After all, “the West” was not a
single entity, but an entire gang of squabbling countries, each with their own tradition, laws and
ideas.By the 1870s, it was believed that if Japan pursued a “modern” agenda, secured its
borders in a modern fashion, ran its affairs with the right amount of modern liberty and
democracy, and established law and order not merely at home, but in its waters and among the
struggling states on its borders, it might be admitted to the international community as an equal.
Some thought that Japan could bootstrap itself into the modern world, implementing the
recommendations of the fact-finding Iwakura Mission—a bit of French law, a bit of Prussian
schooling, a bit of British naval technology, until Japan could magically throw off the shackles
imposed on its by extraterritoriality and tariff control.But Japan did not have a whole continent at
its disposal, like the United States, or an overseas empire like Britain’s. Nor did its policy-makers
necessarily believe that the world order established by the Western powers was going to endure
for very long. Instead, some in Japan embraced the idea that Japan had a civilizing mission, to
save not only itself, but the rest of Asia from the predations of the white race and lift it into the
modern world. For many who adopted this “Pan-Asian” creed, Japan had the potential to be a
savior and exemplar in the creation of a new and better world.For centuries, China had been the
dominant power in East Asia, a central hub to which all neighboring nations at least pretended to
pay homage. China’s collapse, at the hands of European imperialists but also domestic
pressures, led to a power vacuum that was filled by two newcomers—Japan and the United



States. As the decades wore on, Japan came to present itself not as an imperialist rival to the
foreign powers, but as an ally of the Chinese, there to save it from the white race. Japanese
reportage of the China situation in the late 19th century was hence very careful in its wording.
Japan, argued its apologists, would go to war with the Qing—the Manchu aristocracy that had
invaded in China in 1644—in order to liberate the Chinese from their Manchu oppressors. There
was, indeed, an opportunity for Japan to become the leader of a unified, internationalist East
Asia. The enduring tragedy of the period from 1868 to 1945 was how spectacularly Japan blew
that chance, looting its Asian neighbors, enslaving their peoples, and delivering a cure that was
ultimately worse than the disease.However, while Pan-Asianism was a popular movement,
attracting millions of adherents of one kind of another, a sentiment expressed long before the
events of the opening chapter of this book, and returned to by the right-wing long after the
events that close it, at no point in the period did any Japanese government subscribe to the
ideals of Pan-Asianism, or even use the term openly in its statements.5 To do so would have
been diplomatic suicide—a suggestion to U.S. and European allies that Japan did not see itself
as a fellow participant in the exploitation (or possibly shoring up) of a troubled China. Pan-
Asianism remained a fringe belief, discussed by earnest students and thinkers, embraced by
reformist factions in Korea, unelected political candidates and organizations such as the Black
Dragon Society, occasionally couched in peaceful terms, occasionally as an ideology sure to
lead to subterfuge, espionage and open race war. It did not exert much of an influence on
American or European policymakers, except as a seemingly dangerous precedent for an
unwanted “equality” in matters of immigration and commerce. One might even suggest that
“Yellow Lives,” millions of which were sacrificed in the first four decades of the twentieth century,
only started to matter to the Allies when they themselves began to suffer at the hands of the
Japanese.Japan faced the temptation to involve itself in the failing Chinese regime, both to
maintain commercial interests on the mainland, and protect its doorstep from foreign
interference. Strategic thinking in 1870s Japan included the notion that, while U.S. ships were
already crossing the Pacific, by the turn of the century, Europe would also soon be scratching at
Japan’s borders from the landward side, thanks to the likelihood of a railway link—this turned out
to be true.6The Japanese had plenty of clues that they would not be welcome on the
international stage—starting in 1895 when spoils in a war against China were slapped down by
an international intervention, and again in 1905, where similar gains against Russia were
trimmed away. They clung on, through the first two decades of the 20th century, until the Paris
Peace Conference and the League of Nations made it clear that mere modernization was not
enough in a world that refused to let them into the exclusive club of the white races. Thereafter,
Japan’s military worked on the assumption that there would be another war, far larger than
anything the world had ever seen, greater even than the Great War that was supposed to “end
all wars.” And then, maybe then, Japan would be left in peace.In 1907, shortly after the Russo-
Japanese War, Russia remained the most likely future adversary for the Japanese Army, while a
Japanese Navy strategy report merely listed the United States as a “hypothetical enemy.”7 Five



years later, as construction neared completion on the game-changing Panama Canal, the U.S.
was regarded in Japan as the likely opponent in any coming war in the Pacific, even though such
a conflict would not openly break out for another 29 years. The intervening standoff was
concealed at first by the two nations’ cooperation in the First World War, souring a little with the
Paris Peace Conference, but kept under wraps for another decade under cover of the
international peacemaking of the League of Nations. Even then, it was a further eight years from
Japan’s dramatic walkout at the League until the attack on Pearl Harbor in 1941.As Iida Yumiko
writes:Modernization for the Japanese was much more than the adoption of Western institutions
and technologies; it involved the voluntary participation in an alien game, played by the “logic of
civilization,” in which the Japanese adopted the struggle to overcome their inferiority in the hope
of sustaining the political and cultural autonomy of their nation.8Japan hoped to beat the
Western powers at their own game, which we might describe before the First World War as one
of imperialism and colonialism, and from the 1920s as international trade and commerce, played
within the “dark valley” of diminishing democratic authority. In both cases, the game was rigged,
players arrived with different sets of pieces and different boards to play them on, while racial
exclusion policies kept the Japanese out of entire rounds of play, and a global recession in the
1920s effectively stopped play altogether. By the 1930s there was a faction within the Japanese
Army actively proposing a return to the isolationist attitudes of the samurai era, but with Japan’s
imperial borders extended to encompass the new territories required for self-sufficiency. Like
their forerunners who put Emperor Meiji on the throne, they proposed a coup, a “Shōwa
Restoration.” That, too, failed in 1936, but even as Meiji’s grandson, the Shōwa Emperor,
Hirohito, shut down his rebellious officers, he risked becoming their pawn.This book charts the
factors that dragged Japan into the Second World War, a tale of national modernization and
political experiments, the suppression of dissent, and the rise of a military-industrial complex
that would dominate an entire nation.The sociologist Michael Mann defines militarism as “a set
of attitudes and social practices which regards war and the preparation for war as a normal and
desirable social activity.”9 This would certainly describe the performance put on by Japan’s
samurai aristocracy in 1868, although for many of them, after two and a half centuries of peace,
their state of battle-readiness was a matter of opinion. There were, however, enough of them
crammed into the new Army and Navy, and enough loopholes in protocol and government rules,
to ensure that military matters came to dominate budget discussions, cabinet meetings, and
ultimately the Japanese government. But the military did not take over without resistance—there
were politicians and pacifists who refused to believe that Japan needed to arm itself against
threats real and imagined. A history of militarism hence needs to acknowledge not only those
paragons of soldierly virtue, celebrated in songs and statues, but also the draft-dodgers and
slackers, deserters and dissidents.Militarism was not a foregone conclusion. It was an ideology
forged in the rush to lift Japan out of its unequal treaties, and to secure a “cordon of interest”
beyond its historical borders. It might have been diluted, or dispelled, had certain events not
happened when they did—early, confidence-bringing victories against ill-matched opponents,



dismissive foreign powers refusing to let Japan play by the rules of their own game, and a
worldwide economic depression: desperate times that inspired desperate measures.
Constitutionally, there was a flaw in the Meiji state apparatus that went unrecognized until it was
too late—the Army and Navy (there was no separate “air force”) answered directly to the
Emperor, who was supposed to be tactfully silent. They therefore imagined what his commands
might have been, and were able to impose them on successive Cabinets, over which militarily
appointed Army and Navy ministers had an effective power of veto.They were also fatally
uncooperative towards one another—there are times when communications between the Army
and Navy are so at-odds that they were effectively fighting different wars. They fought over
different funding for competing strategies, gazumped and blocked each other’s schemes, with
an antagonism that reached such ludicrous proportions that the two forces could literally receive
the same set of aircraft engine blueprints from Germany, and then each turn out mutually
incompatible designs, even down to pipe openings and screw-threads. This could lead to what
historian Asada Sadao has termed “tortuous interservice compromises,” and to the authorship of
strategy and policy documents in ambiguous, plausibly deniable language ill-suited for
operational planning.10As with my earlier A Brief History of Japan (Tuttle, 2017), I use popular
culture in this book to examine the degree to which militarism influenced fashions, songs and
stories. This allows us to look in on the home life and recreational pursuits of the everyday
Japanese, but also to hear marginalized voices—of mothers worrying for the safety of their sons,
and writers daring to doubt the manifest destiny of a martial Japan. I have taken a particular
interest in popular songs, especially after the inclusion of multiple “war-gods” (gunshin) in the
Japanese elementary school songbooks after 1911. This not only gives us a glimpse of the sort
of hero celebrated by the Japanese establishment, but also of the authorities’ interest in
weaponizing music in propaganda, education, and in the mobilization of imperial subjects in
praise of the state. This process accelerated after 1925, which saw the widespread
dissemination of radio and a broadening of the domestic gramophone industry. It was not merely
military technology that drove the spread of Japanese militarism—radio, too, played a major part
in holding the empire together.The reader of history looks for reflections of themselves in the
storyline, but I see only passing glimmers—the losers in the 1892 election, the “extremists”
purged for “left-wing views,” which apparently included unimpeded democratic elections and
extended suffrage. When the Japanese authorities themselves kept up a constant barrage of
claims for one nation, of one mind, with a single purpose, and foreign sources are often happy to
swallow this image, the first casualty was nuance. In a recent paper about the early 20th century
magazine Wartime Graphic, Yu Sakai argues that despite an outward appearance of approved
patriotism, the magazine sustained an enduring anti-war message, deftly edging around the
censor to offer subtle digs at a population gone mad with thoughts of heroes on distant
battlefields. Sakai’s account offers a rare glimpse of a group of Japanese little discussed: the
pacifists for whom open dissent was fast becoming a dangerous act, risking public attack.11It
would be wonderful, to make a historian’s life easier, if there were some single mastermind,



cackling over his plans for world domination, but there wasn’t. Japan was a ship sailing towards
war for decades, captained not by one single Great Man of History, but by a rabble of dozens of
changing governments, military factions, cliques and temporary alliances, influenced by
overseas events, news (fake and real), and changes in circumstances or technology.Nobody
comes out of this well. There are few “good guys” in a story that chronicles the rise of extremism
and a nationwide suicidal fanaticism, wartime atrocities and crimes against humanity. Behind
every military blunder and casualty mentioned in this book, there is a tragedy of someone’s son
or daughter. Militarism spread from the armed forces, to the government, cartels and the people.
What was first pitched as a plan to avoid war employed such belligerent and escalating means
that it created ever larger military appropriations. An attempt to set a secure cordon of interest
constantly expanded in reaction to the new threats it found on its own border. By 1937, it was too
late—Japan had blundered into the middle of China’s own civil conflict, committing the entire
nation to total war in an effort to be prepared for… total war.In fact, in the years between 1868
and 1945, we are witness to the prolonged death throes of a samurai elite that was proclaimed
finished at the Meiji Restoration, but would endure in multiple forms in the shadows for decades
to come. Its last victors, the power-brokers of Satsuma, Chōshū and their allied domains,
presided over the foundation of a modern democracy to which they regarded themselves as
somehow superior. Their influence persisted until the 1910s, when the unelected,
unconstitutional council of imperial advisers, the genrō (the “original old men”) died off, fatally
leaving no checks or balances in place. In particular with the death in 1922 of Yamagata Aritomo,
the father of the Imperial Japanese Army, new factions arose within the military, intent on
smashing the domination of the old Satsuma and Chōshū cliques. Insubordination turned to
mutiny, while the armed forces turned to the rhetoric of their forefathers—the idea that they were
being loyal to the Emperor by being disloyal to his misguided officials. Fatally, they did so within a
system that was set up to switch the entire nation onto a military footing.The Japanese in the
1890s were lauded abroad as the “British of Asia,” a plucky island nation with a strong navy and
a constitutional monarch, bringing the light of civilization to the struggling, backward Chinese
empire. Within a few decades, they were rebranded as the new Yellow Peril, an insidious,
untrustworthy network of spies and predators, that had to be stopped with extreme prejudice
before they conquered the world. In his book Military Orientalism, Patrick Porter asks how such
mixed messages reflect the temptation to render an “Other” easily classifiable, when shifting
political situations lead to sudden about-faces—the noble mujahedeen fighting the Soviets, for
example, transform into the dastardly Taliban when fighting the Americans, but surely they can’t
be both? Sometimes, we even see people’s opinions changing in the space of a single season.
The author Jack London arrived in the Far East to cover the Russo-Japanese War, fulsome in
praise for the “warrior race” of the Japanese. Three months later, he stomped home, frustrated
with bureaucracy and strict censorship rules, calling the Japanese “ridiculously childish” and
“savages.”12There were also, undoubtedly, matters of intercultural misunderstanding. Japanese
officers regarded it as unmanly to shave more than once or twice a week, leading foreign military



observers to characterize the ranks as unkempt and poorly disciplined, and not simply obeying
their superiors’ example. It may seem like such a minor issue amid such national crises, but as
we shall see, the draconian rules of the Japanese Army barracks, in which officers ruled over
their men with capricious brutality, would have implications elsewhere, particularly after the
outbreak of the Pacific War.13It’s worth noting an additional issue, here: that of auto-orientalism.
Some of the prime proponents of myth-making about Japan were not foreign pundits, clueless or
otherwise, but the Japanese themselves, particularly the military authorities after 1895, keen to
force a resolute national vision. We can witness the slow creep of this militarist agenda as it
takes over factions within the armed forces, then the government, then institutions of the state,
until it starts to force its way into people’s homes and lives. The demands of the military ate up
huge proportions of Japan’s early twentieth century budgets; the Army and Navy’s pursuit of
their own security of funding and power, often in rivalry with each other, would steer the course
of Japanese foreign policy and domestic planning. By the 1920s, Japan was preparing for a total
war—against an enemy still to be decided, purging itself of any dissenters or doubters, and
zoning out territories overseas to be acquired in order to secure the resources for its own
protection.Militarism also becomes entangled with other -isms—imperialism and colonialism.
Mark Peattie argues in The Japanese Colonial Empire that Japan was a late-comer, arriving on
the international scene right at the “apogee of the ‘new imperialism’,” jostling for position with
longer-established and better-equipped rivals. It did so at close hand—unlike, say, Britain or the
United States, which were thousands of miles from their overseas possessions, many of Japan’s
acquisitions were right on its doorstep, with striking strategic implications.14There are many
other books about the economics of Japanese imperialism, and the Western response to
Japanese expansion in the Far East. This book focuses on the mindset of the Japanese—the
sight of European powers carving up China, or the creeping threat of Russia in north-east Asia,
with the United States growing ever nearer across the Pacific. How did Japan, a nation that had
spent 250 years in self-imposed isolation come to terms with the ideals, principles and
hypocrisies of the Western powers that made broad claims of international harmony, yet still
imposed racist policies at home? And how could it do so without provoking the foreign powers?
This book attempts to convey at least some of the intricacies of the hair-trigger balances and
shifts in power, not only of international politics, but of Japan’s seething internal rivalries.At times
it may seem that I am glorifying acts of aggression, whereas I am merely reporting, faithfully, the
enthusiasm and vainglory of the contemporary Japanese media. In historical terms, I am
recounting “the story people tell themselves about themselves,” which is to say that sometimes
this book may appear to be distastefully celebratory of war crimes or parochially blinkered
regarding events in world history. This is an account of militarism, which means it avoids
pacifism, friendly international relations and, frankly, stories of hope, concentrating instead on
the minds and personalities that predicted, prepared for and prosecuted total war. Presenting
such a tale requires a degree of method-acting, by both writer and reader, in order to place
ourselves within the contexts of very different times and attitudes—in particular the social-



Darwinist attitudes prevalent in the late 19th century, when Japan was thrust back into the global
community and found itself scrambling to keep its footing in a dog-eat-dog world.I am not alone
in feeling the need to point this out—many other works in and around this topic come with a
certain apologetic tone, as if by merely opening ourselves to another perspective, we are
somehow condoning it. Peter Duus, for example, feels the need in the introduction to The
Abacus and the Sword to thank advisers who have stopped him providing “what might have
appeared to be an endorsement of Japanese imperialism.” Similarly, Mark Peattie, in Nanyō,
apologizes for telling the story from the Japanese point of view, in a book with the express
purpose of telling the story from the Japanese point of view.15My computer tells me that one of
the most common words I have used in writing this manuscript is “incident,” owing to the frequent
recurrence of the terms jihen and jiken in Japanese history books—words on a careful
continuum of meaning. Both are usually translated as “incident,” but one carries substantially
more weight than the other.A jihen is a crime or action that achieves wider crisis proportions, an
emergency, usually overseas, that veritably demands intervention, possibly even named as such
in a dog-whistle call to the military. In Japanese accounts, it frequently marks events that bring
down governments, or likely acts of war, or sometimes conflicts that really should be called
“wars,” but are carefully not called that in order to avoid activating sanctions or intervention
clauses in treaties with foreign powers. Some readers may already know of the Manchurian
Incident or the Mukden Incident but there are at least a dozen more, including the Imo Incident
(1882) a soldiers’ mutiny in Korea, the Itsubi Incident (1895), in which Japanese agents stabbed
the Korean queen and set fire to her corpse, and the Boxer Uprising (1900), which was called
the Hokushin (“North Qing”) Incident in Japan. The last chronological jihen noted in this book is
the undeclared war between Japan and the Soviet Union, fought in Mongolia over the summer of
1939 and known in English as the Battles of Khalkhin Gol, and in Japanese as the Nomonhan
Incident. The conflict in China from 1937–1941, was known in Japanese as the China Incident,
until the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor escalated it into the Pacific War. There was, it seems,
little need for weasel words after that.A jiken is also an incident, but it is more like an “affair” that
Sherlock Holmes might investigate, a common term to be found in the titles of crime novels,
somehow less of a big deal than a national-emergency jihen. Early on, such scandals are often
named simply by their date. By the early twentieth century, there are so many of them that they
start to get individual titles. And yet, many of the “affairs” mentioned in this book could easily
have escalated into full-blown crises; one wonders if their historical importance hasn’t been
played down somehow by being filed as lower-level events by historians or media. See for
yourself, when this book gets to the little-known Amoy Incident of 1900, in which, but for some
diplomatic brinkmanship, Japan might have invaded China three decades earlier than it did, or
the Rape of Nanjing in 1937, a terrible holocaust that would surely be a jihen by anyone’s
standards, but is a mere jiken in Japanese historiography—presumably because the distant
murders of tens of thousands of Chinese civilians presented no contemporary threat to the
standing of either the Japanese Army or the Japanese government. In order to put such issues



in perspective, the timeline at the back of this book marks those events regarded by Japanese
posterity as full-blown emergency jihen with an asterisk.16This book, too, is a product of its time
and context, as is its author. I hope that my painting of a colossal story in broad strokes will
encourage the interested reader to seek out more detailed accounts. This version has been
conceived in the 2020s, amid global crisis, domestic political instability and the racial
reconfigurations of post-colonial studies. I was drawn to see parallels, not only with the sight of a
nation readily destroying itself while horrified moderates looked on, of robber barons making a
killing while the weak suffered, of oligarchs and billionaires rushing through new laws while
hoping to remain beyond their reach, and of political opportunists ready to use extremist
violence to either assert or combat “the will of the people,” but also of a movement that sought to
reclaim the agency and power of an entire race from its oppressors.Leaning on Patrick Porter’s
ideas in Military Orientalism, Alexander Nordlund outlined another feature of the attitudes in the
late 19th and early 20th century: that so many foreign correspondents “both admired and feared
the Japanese as an exceptional Oriental nation.” They were like “us” and not like “us”—they had
a different diet; they had a weird penchant for atrocity not only to enemies, but to each other;
they were inexplicable and, above all, inscrutable. They were, in the words of the British officer
Ian Hamilton, dangerous throwbacks to “antique standards of military virtue,” creatures out of
time, ill-suited to the modern age, and ominously “more natural, less complex, and less nervous”
in the face of battle.Not to mention sneaky. Correspondents in the Russo-Japanese War were
openly disdainful of the Japanese reliance on espionage, regarded at the time as a profession ill-
suited for “a man of Western birth,” but which “cost the Russians more lives in this war than
Japanese strategy or Japanese leadership.” Considering the decades of espionage in Central
Asia, as part of the “Great Game” between Russia and Britain, the comment seems woefully
lacking in self-awareness.17Hirohito, of course, the Shōwa Emperor, is a recurring character in
accounts of Japan’s Pacific War—like generations of his ancestors, a monarch with grand
authority, and yet a frustratingly oblique and fragile means to wield it. There are plenty of
accounts, including Francis Pike’s recent Hirohito’s War, offering evidence that Hirohito was
complicit in the actions of his generals. This, however, is not the story that Hirohito told himself,
either in his 1946 confessional “Soliloquy,” or in the archival Veritable Record of the Shōwa
Emperor [Shōwa Tennō Jitsuroku], which commenced publication in 2015. The Veritable
Record, yet to be translated into English, repeatedly shows the Emperor admonishing his
generals, urging them for explanations and solutions, and expressing his annoyance with the
upper ranks’ inability to control their own underlings. The Hirohito of the Veritable Record is
certainly a component in decision-making processes, but often only a participant in them, forced
to mollify his rulings on the basis of the information he is fed—certainly, by 1933, he was being
over-ruled by his own Army, when a chief of staff ominously warned him that an order to
withdraw from Jehol could ignite a military coup. Then again, not even the Veritable Record is
the definitive last word on the Shōwa Emperor’s era—in 2019, red-faced officials from the
Imperial Household admitted that there were over 5,000 errors in the first, limited-printing



edition, thereby compromising the editorial integrity of the first wave of books that drew on
it.There is also a matter of perspective. We might recoil in horror at the deeds of the Japanese
military machine in East Asia, but only because its actions were now possible to visualize, report
and remember. Many of the awful happenings reported in Asia were not uncommon in Japan,
where torture had long been used to extract confessions from prisoners, or to test the resolve of
suspected undercover Christians.18 While many millions of non-Japanese fell victim to
Japanese militarism, so, too, did millions of Japanese. We hear their voices, intermittently, dimly
through the noise—moments of protest like Yosano Akiko’s exhortation to her brother not to die
at Port Arthur, glimpses of tragedy, like the dead soldiers, buried in mass pauper’s graves after
the Bōshin War, while their leaders raided the “restored” Emperor’s coffers to pay themselves a
hefty reward.19Something that I have found astonishing, even after more than twenty years
writing about Japan, is the stories that the Japanese chose to remember. As part of the
authorities’ push for a nation dedicated to Total War, the establishment constantly favored
narratives of tragic deaths and miserable mistakes, carrying Japan’s reputation for “the nobility
of failure” to new heights of ineptitude, blunders and defeats. In the early 20th century, the
Japanese raised statues to a man who sunk his own ship, a man who disobeyed orders and got
himself killed, and a man whose sole achievement on a cold mountainside was not dying after
he had been marooned there by his own superiors’ incompetence. But as we will see, this, too,
has its origins in strange attractors and influences behind the scenes, as a military complex,
somewhat at war with itself, tries to create an armed force, and a state behind it, that is ready for
the ultimate sacrifice.The infamous 1941 attack on Pearl Harbor occurred partway through what
is sometimes known in Japan as the Fifteen Years War—acknowledging precisely when it
started remains a political act, as specific dates tend to shift blame between several potential
agents—take your pick between 1937, or 1931, or 1928, or as this book may lead to you to
wonder, perhaps even earlier.20 Certainly, by the time of Japan’s surrender in 1945, an entire
generation had grown up knowing nothing but conflict. But the transformation of Japan into a
militarist power began decades earlier, with the toppling of the old samurai regime, and the rush
of the formerly isolated nation onto the world stage.Notes1Times, April 8, 1852, p. 5. (from “our
own correspondent” in New York, dated March 24).2Times, 8th April 1852, p. 5. (from “our own
correspondent” in New York, dated March 24).3Strictly speaking, the original Chinese from the
7th century BCE statesman Guan Zhong was zunwang rangyi: “Respect the king, expel the
barbarians.” In a fudge common to Japanese appropriation of Chinese, the king character was
replaced by that for the Japanese Emperor.4Oka, Five Political Leaders of Modern Japan, p. 4. I
put “Chōshū Five” in quotes because its usage in modern historiography does not seem to have
been widespread before the release of a movie with the same title in 2006. Older Japanese
sources tend to say Chōshū goketsu—the “five masters of Chōshū.”5Saaler, “Pan-Asianism, the
‘Yellow Peril,’ and Suematsu Kenchō, 1905,” p. 140.6Calman, The Nature and Origins of
Japanese Imperialism, p. 286.7Kimura, “Securing the Maritime Trade,” p. 124.8Iida, “Fleeing the
West,” p. 409.9Mann, States, War and Capitalism, p. 166.10Asada, From Mahan to Pearl Harbor,



loc. 160. Asada suggests that the Japanese language, itself the product of a millennium of
samurai intrigues, is partly to blame here. For the incompatible designs, see Goodwin and
Starkings, Japanese Aero Engines 1910–1945, pp. 55–6.11Sakai, “Survive to be critical,” p.
11.12Sweeney, “Delays and Vexation,” p. 554.13Harries and Harries, Soldiers of the Sun, p.
96.14Myers and Peattie, The Japanese Colonial Empire, p. 6.15Duus, The Abacus and the
Sword, p. xii; Peattie, Nanyō, p. xv.16O’Dwyer, Significant Soil, p. 277, notes that the Manchurian
Incident started off as a mere jiken on September 18, but was renamed a jihen by the Japanese
cabinet three days later, after it had turned into a crisis.17Nordlund, “A War of Others,” pp. 32–
3.18Calman, The Nature and Origins of Japanese Imperialism, p. 181.19Calman, The Nature
and Origins of Japanese Imperialism, p. 231.20Hotta, Pan-Asianism and Japan’s War, pp. 4–5.
For example, Gamsa, Manchuria, p. 87, notes that the People’s Republic of China has insisted
since 2017 that the start of the second Sino-Japanese War should be dated to 1931, not 1937
as had previously been widely accepted.CHAPTER 1Rich Nation, Strong ArmyAfter a decade of
unrest and political in-fighting over the foreign threat, Japan erupted in civil conflict in 1868. The
southern clans of Satsuma and Chōshū, claiming to be acting in the name of the new teenage
Emperor, effectively declared war on the Shōgun.The Tokugawa Shōgunate had ruled Japan in
the Emperor’s name ever since the Battle of Sekigahara in 1600. For the ensuing two and a half
centuries, a samurai clan’s allegiances at Sekigahara had determined its fortunes. Those who
had fought on the Tokugawa side were trusted vassals, assigned the fiefs closest to the
Shōgun’s headquarters in Edo, or given smaller but strategically crucial domains. Those who
had only defected to the Tokugawa cause at the last minute, or who had fought on the losing
side, had been shunted into distant or unpromising domains.Satsuma, Chōshū and a couple of
smaller, allied domains, had been nursing their grievances ever since. Furthest from the center
of power, they were notorious for edgy disobedience—Satsuma, for example, had an unofficial
back-door to trade with China, along the nearby Ryūkyū archipelago, which was still officially a
vassal state of China. Chōshū, according to legend, had an annual New Year tradition at which
its nobles asked each other if the time had yet come to restart the war with the Tokugawa
clan.Historians are usually discouraged from such “primordialism,” but in the case of the
Satsuma and Chōshū, we can truly see the renewal of hostilities and settling of old scores that
had lain dormant for two and a half centuries. In the war that broke out in 1868, Satsuma,
Chōshū and their lesser allies, Tosa and Hizen, not only overthrew the old order, but established
themselves firmly as the masters of the new. They would dominate not only Japanese political
life for decades, but also the military and even the official story about Japan’s modernization.
Their influence did not truly wane until the 1910s, when the old guard started to die off along
with the Emperor they had “restored,” dismissed by one Edo newspaper as a “small boy of
indolent character,” manipulated by a clique of Satsuma and Chōshū puppet-masters.1The
marching song of the anti-Shōgun soldiers as they advanced on Edo is a fascinating historical
curio, mixing old-time Japanese music with the modern newcomers of pipes and drums. There
are echoes, in both its instrumentation and in its lyrics, of two songs introduced by the sailors on



Perry’s Black Ships: “Yankee Doodle Dandy” and “The Star-Spangled Banner.” “Miya-san, Miya-
san” has been credited to various authors, although the most likely candidates were a team
comprising one of the Chōshū leaders and his Kyōto geisha, determined to create a song that
would state the objectives of the army as it left behind the sympathetic south, and advanced
through territory with a longer pedigree of loyalty to the Shōgun. It was increasingly important, as
the army neared Edo, to establish that its cause met with imperial approval, calling attention to
the fact that the army’s leader was a prince, carrying the young Emperor’s own banner. Scouts
rode ahead of the marching soldiers, distributing copies of the song to villages along the road,
turning it into a national singing event that united not only the soldiers from the southern
domains, but the crowds along the route.2Miya-san, Miya-san, onma no mae niHira-hira suru no
wa nan jai naTokoton yare tonyare na.Prince, oh prince, what is that that flutters in front of your
noble horse?Gonna get it done, done to the end.The rest of the song provided an extensive
resumé.Know you not, it is the imperial brocade, signifying punishment for rebels?[Gonna get it
done, etc.]Those who defy the Emperor of this entire realmThe warriors of Satsuma, Chōshū,
Tosa, Hizen shoot on target, time and again[Gonna get it done, etc.]In battles at Fushimi, Toba,
Yodo, Hashimoto and Kuzuha Skills of Satsuma, Chōshū, Tosa, Hizen in unison.[Gonna get it
done, etc.]There was something sassy about referring to their nominal leader, Prince Arisugawa,
simply as Miya-san—some later variants of the song evolved into the more respectful Miya-
sama. It was almost as if the southern samurai were so full of themselves and their mission that
they regarded the imperial family as their assistants in the venture, rather than their superiors. A
repeated refrain, occurring ten more times throughout the song, is thick with southern slang, and
promises to get it done—“it” being the overthrow of the Shōgun and the restoration of the
Emperor. Later lines repeatedly assert the unified resolve of the soldiers from the southern
domains—the list of allies, “Sat-Chō-To-Shi no” is also a pun, on “[playing] each other’s tunes.”
Despite stating regrets for the necessity of military action, the song is heavy with the contempt
they feel for the menfolk of Edo, on the Kantō plain.Hearing the sound, where do the men of
Kantō run?They fled to the east, leaving their castle and spirit behind.[Gonna get it done,
etc.]Although nobody wants to drive them out of their country or kill themBecause they resist,
the first move comes fromThe men of Satsuma, Chōshū, Tosa, Hizen.[Gonna get it done, etc.]In
the midst of bullets, raining downThey charge, devoting their lives for your sake.[Gonna get it
done, etc.]3Despite the boasts of the song, not all the enemy had fled to the east. A substantial
number remained in Edo, based at the Kan’ei Temple, burial site of many a Tokugawa Shōgun.
At dawn on the July 4, 1868, the Imperial forces attacked this last Tokugawa stronghold in the
Shōgun’s city, fighting for much of the day in heavy rain that nevertheless failed to stop the
nearby temple burning down, and fire spreading out into the town.The water turned red at
Shinobazu Pond in Ueno, as loyalist forces from the southern domains, determined to “restore”
the Emperor’s authority, faced off against the other loyalists, fighting on behalf of the discredited
Shōgun. The confusion over allegiances, with both sides claiming to be obeying what the
teenage Emperor’s will really ought to be, was nothing compared to the mismatched materials in



use. The southern samurai were a confusing clash of styles and equipment, as if the soldiers
had arrived from different centuries. Some were wielding state-of-the-art breech-loading Snider
rifles; others had antique, muzzle-loaded muskets. Among their commanders, there were men
dressed like 19th-century Europeans and men in samurai armor, wielding swords. The most
striking were the officers, easily identified by their huge yak-hair fright-wigs like something out of
the kabuki theater—black for men from Satsuma, white for Chōshū, and a garish scarlet for
samurai from Tosa.The unity of the Imperial forces was not as complete as their battle hymn
claimed. A pushy Chōshū military adviser had drawn up the battle plan for Ueno, in a hard-won
fight that placed unnecessary pressure on the men from Satsuma, exacerbated when Chōshū
reinforcements failed to show up. This, however, didn’t seem to bother the Satsuma samurai
Saigō Takamori, who had been frustrated by a lack of opportunities to fight, and welcomed the
exhilarating chance to get his hands bloody at Ueno.“With our ample preparations, we made
short work of [the enemy],” he observed, his “our” referring to the battle-ready men of Satsuma,
not their latecomer Chōshū comrades. “And this is an exceptional and extreme delight.”4But
there was more at stake than control of Edo. The Battle of Ueno was also a fork in the historical
road, the shutting down of a pretender to the throne who might otherwise have been a pro-
Shōgun option. The abbot of the Kan’ei temple was Rinnōji no Miya (1847–1895) himself an
imperial prince in his early twenties, and a candidate for an Emperor sure to be on the Shōgun’s
side. As his samurai died by the dozen to hold the temple’s Black Gate against Saigō’s men, he
escaped to a ship waiting in Edo harbor, and remained at large for several months while his
supporters issued vain proclamations in his name, that he was the new “Emperor Tōbu.”5Much
of this story has been scrubbed from historical memory. Most of the Kan’ei Temple grounds were
confiscated, and the site of the battle is now Ueno Park. Talk of a putative Emperor Tōbu was
roundly ignored by the victors, while Rinnōji no Miya was himself pardoned, renamed, and after
a probationary period, put to work for the new order, all comments on his brief flirtation with
rebellion forgotten.A local newspaper reported that the victory of the Satsuma-Chōshū forces
was so complete that “men are even afraid to bury the dead Tokugawa men, whose bodies are
allowed to lie, the prey of the wild dogs and the fowls of the air, in the sacred places of one of the
holiest places of the defeated clan. The Tokugawa men are literally swept out of [Edo], and no
man dare harbor one on pain of death.”6 On September 8, facing continued unrest and chaos in
Edo, the imperial forces shipped the young emperor there, in the hope that his presence in the
city would dissuade residents from thinking of themselves as the Shōgun’s subjects. For the first
and last time, they also changed his reign name, from Jubilant Answer (Keiō), to the name that
would define the era: Bright Rule (Meiji).7 Even then, there were rumblings of opposition among
the locals, including the topical joke that if the words were read backwards, they came out as
“nobody’s in charge.” Meiji soon won them over by declaring a two-day holiday and distributing
free saké throughout the city.8The war that overthrew the Shōgun is often glossed over in a few
sentences. Japan experienced a revolution, but there are still sources prepared to call it a
“bloodless coup.”9 And, to be sure, when compared with the wars Japan would fight over the



next eight decades, a list of less than ten thousand dead seems almost inconsequential—it was
not unusual, in some years in the 19th century, for similar numbers of Japanese to be killed
annually by cholera.Some of the Shōgunal loyalists evacuated by sea, heading north along the
coast of Japan. Several strongholds held out against the imperial advance, but while there was
still some fighting in places, many castle towns surrendered without a fight upon seeing the
approach of the Emperor’s banner—it would have been an act of insanity, and indeed disloyalty,
to have led a charge against the very flag they claimed to serve. Eventually, the Shōgun’s men
made their last stand on the northern island of Ezo, in the wind-swept port of Hakodate, inside
the star-shaped fortress known as Goryōkaku—the Pentacle. The fight over Hakodate stretched
through the winter of 1868–9, while the stragglers attempted to claim their redoubt as a separate
state, a “Republic of Ezo” where they should be left in peace.The victors, newly installed in Edo,
were described in the Japan Times’ Overland Mail as “ravenous, sluggish and dronish usurpers”
who had left the Shōgun’s city in ruins.10 They were even determined to give it a grandiose new
name—the Eastern Capital (Tōkyō).Edo castle, already damaged, suffered a landslip that
pitched one of its walls into the moat. The district of old samurai mansions was stripped for
parts, “the hinges and bronze ornaments torn off the doors, and in many cases, the timbers and
stone houses pulled down and their stone and timber sold to builders.”11 One of the few new
building ventures in the aftermath was a shrine to those who had died in the Emperor’s service in
the war. The Shrine to Summon the Souls (Shōkonsha) was one of several similarly named
memorials dotted around Japan, but as the largest and best-known, would come to be seen as a
national place of remembrance for Japan’s war dead. In the decades that followed, it would form
the center of many national rituals of mourning, and the enshrinement of the heroes of Japanese
militarism.Edo had once been a city of over two million, but over half of its residents had been
samurai retainers, either in attendance on their lord or managing his affairs in his absence.
Without the Shōgun, there was no longer any need for compulsory attendance, no family
hostages kept in the capital to prevent rebellions. The population of Edo fell by up to 50 per cent,
with entire districts left deserted, or occupied by vagrants—sometimes locals deprived of their
livelihood by the loss of their samurai clients, sometimes the clients themselves, redundant,
exiled or masterless after the upheavals. By 1869, the government was coming up with things for
them to do—a new Pioneering Office (kaikon kyoku) introduced forced relocation schemes to
“open up new lands” for convicts, the workhouse poor and the destitute, at first in nearby
Shimōsa to the east, but soon further away, at a convenient arm’s length, on a new frontier.Wary
of Russian interests in the north, and keen to develop the lands of Ezo, the new Japanese
government took steps to bring the island firmly within Japanese territory. Ezo was renamed
Hokkaidō (“the North Sea Way”), and subject to a new development commission, run by a
succession of appointees from the victorious forces—its first director was a man from Hizen, its
second a nobleman allied to Chōshū, its third a Satsuma man. There were fortunes to be made
on the new Hokkaidō frontier: fishery contracts, wide plains ready for agriculture or cattle, railway
concessions, and construction contracts for entire towns. Paramount among these was



Sapporo, a new city, not created organically by the slow accretion of buildings over decades, but
plotted out in huge, regular square grids on the wide Ishikari plain.The renaming of Ezo was a
success, and a propaganda coup that has muddied the waters for historians ever since. It was a
land-grab with little thought for the indigenous inhabitants, the Ainu, while business interests
with old samurai clan associations dueled over hotly contested licenses to exploit the new lands
and resources. It was an early cash-cow for Mitsubishi, the shipping company set up by a man
from Tosa, that would soon become the government’s conveyor of choice for military transport
and supplies. The opening of the new frontier generated immense wealth, sometimes through
commerce and sometimes through corruption (there are tales of millions squandered on
inappropriate farming equipment, sourced on glad-handing junkets to the United States), and
sometimes through the exploitation of forced labor. In fact, Hokkaidō in the 1870s offered a
miniature premonition of many of the processes that would characterize the Japanese empire
overseas in decades to come, concealed as a domestic issue, and not the newly opened
“foreign” territory that it truly was.But while the Meiji Restoration had toppled the old order, it had
yet to deal with the problem that had so destabilized Japan—the Unequal Treaties with the
foreign powers. In order to do so, Japan needed to demonstrate to the foreign powers that it was
a truly enlightened, modern state, not an unstable nation that had just emerged from a medieval
time-warp.As part of this reorganization in 1871, the old samurai domains were abolished—the
clans were stripped of their authorities. The feudal lords were re-appointed as non-hereditary
prefectural governors, and rebranded with a series of noble titles, as barons, dukes and counts.
The effect has been regarded, not without justification, as a second coup d’état only a couple of
years after the first, in which the architects of the Meiji Restoration began kicking away the
ladder by which they had ascended, buying off rival clan leaders with short-term appointments
and transfers of assets. They had, in effect, risen to power on the basis of “Revering the Emperor
and Expelling the Barbarians,” but now adopted the same policies of appeasement and
modernization that the Shōgun had attempted to bring about, and for which they had overthrown
him!Some people felt short-changed. Chief among them was Saigō Takamori, the Satsuma man
who had fought so hard for traditional values, only to find himself in the very Japan he had tried
to avoid. As the new government prepared to send a research group, the Iwakura Mission, on a
world tour to investigate possible reforms and innovations, Saigō was heard at the farewell party
calling one of its leaders a corporate stooge, and expressing his hope that the ship carrying
them would sink on its way to America.12The abolition of the old domains severed the bonds
between the old feudal lords and their standing armies of samurai—it effectively turned every
samurai in Japan into a rōnin, a masterless warrior. For some, it was a chance to fade into the
population, trying their luck in another field (not for nothing, the old-time Japanese slang of a
“warrior’s business,” referring to a samurai blundering into commerce and discovering the hard
way that it wasn’t as easy as it looked). Others fell into crime or vagrancy. But by far the most
attractive proposition was to re-enlist in the military, not as retainers of a provincial warlord, but
as officers in the newly established Imperial Japanese Army and Imperial Japanese Navy. Under



new 1872 conscription laws, men of all classes between seventeen and forty years of age were
required for three years’ military service, followed by two in the reserves and two more on
standby—summonable in times of national emergency, but otherwise released. The former
samurai naturally assumed that officer’s postings waited for them, while the peasants could form
the rank and file.13A conscript army, drawn from all classes of Japanese men, amounted to a
further abolition of the old associations and connections of the samurai era. It was presented in
terms of an equality of opportunity:On the one hand, warriors who have lived without labor for
generations have had their stipends reduced and are stripped of their swords; on the other hand,
the four classes of the people are about to receive their freedom. This is the way to restore the
balance between the high and low, and to grant equal rights to all. It is, in short, the basis of
uniting the farmer and the soldier into one. The people are not the people of former days. They
are now equally the people of the empire, and there is no distinction between them and their
obligations to the state.14All nations had armies, noted the Emperor’s decree, and Japan was
merely modernizing by extending the honor of military service from the samurai to all men. The
peasants, in fact, had little choice, and literally could not afford not to serve. The Army, in
particular, scooped up many of Japan’s poor, while only the sons of richer farmers and
merchants could buy their way out of serving for 270 yen—more than a year’s average
salary.15In an attempt to drum up enthusiasm, the authorities tried another exercise in
rebranding. Perhaps it was easier to put things another way—it wasn’t so much that the samurai
were no more; better to say that we were all samurai now, an idea implied within the 1872
Soldiers’ Code (Toku-hō), which demanded seven virtues of all servicemen: loyalty, obedience,
courage, control, frugality, honor and respect [for superiors].The idea managed to annoy almost
everybody—the samurai were incensed at the loss of their traditional duty to wage war, while
many of the common folk regarded it not as an opportunity, but as a “blood tax.”16 In one tall tale
circulating around the provinces, it was suggested that the military was harvesting the blood of
new recruits and somehow transmitting it down the new telegraph wires being set up across the
country. In a factory at a secret location, the blood was said to be used to dye the new standard-
issue hatbands for infantry uniforms.17 Books on how to avoid the draft became best-sellers,
offering various cunning ruses for the reluctant recruit. These included acquiring only-child
exemption through adoption into an heirless family, bribing a corruptible doctor for a bogus
medical waiver, or disappearing off to Hokkaidō, where someone might prove to be impossible
to track down. An unlikely but apparently genuine ruse involved the draftee hosting a round-the-
clock party that would stretch on for several days, with his friends attending in shifts. The idea
was to leave the host thoroughly and convincingly exhausted on the day of his medical.18While
these reforms were underway, the Iwakura Mission was conducting its extensive survey of
foreign countries, in order to establish the primary models for further improvements. It was a
grand tour for several bigwigs in the Meiji establishment. Its leader, Iwakura Tomomi, was a
distant cousin of the Emperor, while his deputies included Ōkubo Toshimichi (Satsuma), Itō
Hirobumi (Chōshū), Kido Takayoshi (Chōshū) and Kume Kunitake (Hizen), along with a rabble of



disciples to be dropped off en route to study particular subjects. It was intended to fly the flag for
Japan’s presence on the world stage, to renegotiate some of the harsher treaties imposed on
the Shōgun’s government before the Meiji Restoration, and to cherry-pick the very best of the
contending Western institutions and processes. It was hence a remarkably influential operation—
its members wrestled with huge questions for Japan’s future, such as whether the Meiji Emperor
should consider becoming a Christian, or if the people of Japan should cast aside their native
language and all speak English thereafter, or perhaps ditch Chinese characters in favor of
Roman letters.The Iwakura Mission spent six months in the United States of America, four
months in Britain, and then ten European countries in the first half of 1873, before steaming
home via the Suez Canal, Singapore, and Shanghai. They arrived back in Japan in September
1873, having witnessed all sorts of wonders—Kume, the mission’s official diarist, was
reprimanded by the time they reached Britain for having already used up all his superlatives
describing America. On their return, the Iwakura Mission expected their hard-won intelligence to
be heard and obeyed.The Japanese government, however, was split between the heavyweight
returnees and the “caretakers” who had run things while they were away. All were in agreement
that Japan needed to modernize, but the returnees, mainly Satsuma and Chōshū men, soon
found something to argue about with the caretakers, who could be said to represent a brief
flourishing of minor Meiji Restoration domains, such as Saga and Tosa. Regardless, the Iwakura
returnees now expected the caretakers to step aside and allow them to apply what they had
learned. The caretakers were reluctant to do so, leading to a power struggle at the center of
government, in which foreign policy would become the main point of contention.The Iwakura
Mission members were not all agreed about the best things they had seen, although they did
concur that it would not be enough to merely modernize; unlike the Chinese, they would be
better off adopting many Western institutions wholesale. Moreover, for thinkers like the writer
Fukuzawa Yukichi (1835–1901), Japan also needed to find a way of becoming part of this
modern world without becoming a slave to it.We want our learning independent, not licking up
the lees and scum of the westerners. We want our commerce independent, not dominated by
them. We want our law independent, not held in contempt by them. We want our religion
independent, not trampled underfoot by them.19Fukuzawa argued that Asia was in danger of
crumbling beneath the onslaught of the western powers, but that Japan could be its savior. In
order to do so, however, Japan would need to “quit Asia” (datsu-A). “We cannot wait for our
neighbor countries to become so civilized that all may combine together to make Asia progress,”
he wrote. “We must rather break out of formation and behave the same way as the civilized
countries of the West are doing.”20Part of the problem, argued Fukuzawa, was that Japan had “a
government but no nation”—the scars of the Meiji Restoration were still apparent; there was
nothing to unite the people behind a common goal.21“Revere the Emperor, Expel the
Barbarians” would no longer do. Instead, the Meiji oligarchs dredged up a new slogan from
ancient China more appropriate for their era: “Rich Nation, Strong Army” (fukoku kyōhei).22 To a
scholar of classical Chinese, the phrase carries ominous implications, since it originated in Qin,



the obscure state that adopted a fierce policy of militarization until, after a century of intrigues
and fighting, its king would proclaim himself the ruler of the known world. He is best known in our
time for being the man whose tomb is guarded by the Terracotta Warriors. Were the Meiji
oligarchs truly announcing, like the nobles of ancient Qin, that they were embarking upon a
century-long mission to save China from itself by taking it over?But since most of them were
from the Satsuma-Chōshū alliance that had toppled the old order, they were in agreement about
the paramount importance of their own Emperor. Despite agitations among the public for
“Freedom and People’s Rights,” the drafters of Japan’s forthcoming constitution did not
recognize that power derived from the people—such an idea was a dangerous Western notion,
already troubling the monarchies of Europe. As for the best model to follow, the Japanese were
naturally drawn to the constitutional monarchies of Britain and Germany. Germany, in particular,
a newly created nation built of multiple former domains under a single emperor (the Kaiser),
seemed to offer an ideal example, although others in the council supported a more British
model, in which the sovereign presided as a figurehead over a parliament. It was this that Japan
would ultimately implement, albeit with some vital organizational differences. For a start, the
Japanese Emperor would enjoy the advice of an extra-constitutional think-tank of grand old men
(the genrō).In this, the leaders of the Meiji Restoration were clinging to the rhetoric of their own
rise to power—that the Emperor was the head of state, and his authority had been returned to its
traditional conditions by the brave rebels… no, sorry, the brave loyalists of the Meiji Restoration.
They had not been rebels, because they had been acting out of their sense of duty to their
sovereign, who had been misled and poorly advised. And they, the grand old men of Satsuma
and Chōshū, would remain at his side, dominating his Privy Council and the posts in his early
Cabinets, to ensure that he was not misled and poorly advised ever again. This was all very well,
but it would turn into a constitutional dilemma, in which the genrō papered over all the
imperfections in the Meiji constitution, postponing any problems for a generation until there was
nobody left to take their place.23There were unexpected consequences of the abolition of the
feudal domains, the most pressing of which was the sudden breakdown of back-channel
communication between Japan and Korea. During the Shōgunate, the Sō samurai clan on the
island of Tsūshima had been permitted to dock at a specific harbor near Busan, Korea, forming a
shadowy trade corridor between the supposedly “closed” nations of Korea and Japan. Now, their
docking station was rebranded as the Japanese Legation, intended as a consulate for the new
Meiji government. The reimagining of Japan’s trading post as a foreign embassy ran contrary to
the Korean kingdom’s own policies—Korea still banned foreign contact, as had Japan until only
recently. A local Korean official noted that the Japanese, by throwing aside old customs and
loyalties and by shamelessly trashing centuries of tradition, had become a “lawless nation.” It
was if Japan had put itself through a decade of upheaval, only to be told by its closest neighbor
that it had ideas above its station.24The Japanese had not made their lives easier by notifying
the Koreans of this shift in policy with a high-minded communiqué that referred to His Majesty,
the Emperor of Japan.The Korean response leapt on the language. Korea was a loyal vassal



state of China, and hence could only recognize the existence of a single Emperor—there could
never be, as Confucius had once said, “two suns in the sky.” Nor was the ruler of Korea, a king,
about to cede precedence to the ruler of Japan, whose overseas communications for centuries
had been happy to refer to himself by a term better translated as “Great Prince.”Korea refused to
acknowledge the regime change brought about by the men of Satsuma and Chōshū, reminding
the Japanese, in the process, that Korea’s allegiances lay to its west, in Beijing. The quibble over
terminology was only an excuse. The Korean authorities remained disapproving and dismissive
of Japan’s willingness to kowtow to foreigners. It was, as one teasing poster on the consulate
wall suggested in May 1873, as if the Japanese weren’t worthy of being called Japanese any
more.25Korea was set to become Japan’s first big foreign policy issue. One gets the sense,
reading the arguments over the “Subdue Korea” debate that broke out in 1873, that every faction
within the Japanese government saw it as a vital test of policy and processes. The more
diplomatically minded wanted to settle it with a specially-appointed negotiator, to prove that
Japan could be tactful. The more aggressive wanted to see Korea chastened with a military
expedition. Still others cautioned against a violent reaction, since the last thing Japan needed
was to encourage further foreign intervention. Japan’s response to Korea was sure to become
the basis of an ongoing foreign policy, so what was it to be? An attempt to establish cordial and
friendly relations, or the first move of an attempt to make Korea subordinate to Japan? And if it
were the latter, was Japan actually ready to fight that war? Whatever Japan did at this historical
moment, it needed to handle it well and without foreign help or hindrance.26While the Korea
debate dragged on, Japan faced another foreign policy problem in Taiwan—events preceded
the Korea issue, but had taken many months to percolate. On a stormy night in November 1871,
a ship from the Ryūkyū Islands had capsized off Taiwan’s south-east coast. Sixty-six survivors
struggled ashore, where local Chinese warned them of “savage” tribesmen in the forest, and
under the pretext of helping them, relieved them of all their valuables. Distrusting their erstwhile
saviors, the Ryūkyūans left them behind and marched into the forbidden forest, where they met
local villagers, who made a ritual friendship offer of water and food.The story, as told back in
Japan, was that the sailors were massacred by head-hunters. The story back in Taiwan, was that
they had met local villagers, and inadvertently insulted them by dining and dashing. Possibly, the
villagers had expected a “reward” that was not forthcoming; possibly their extraction of this
ransom from their charges was regarded by the Ryūkyūans as robbery. Whatever happened,
fifty-four of the fleeing Ryūkyūans were tracked down the following day and slaughtered.27There
were multiple chances to settle the incident at a local level. But the Ryūkyū islands were in a
territorially unclear position, and deliberately so. Ever since 1655, the “kings” of the Ryūkyū
islands had only existed in order to keep up the pretense of Ryūkyū being a Chinese vassal state
—such a performance thereby avoided antagonizing the Chinese and provoking military action.
Now, however, the Japanese state wanted Ryūkyū officially acknowledged as part of its own
territory, and the deaths of the fishermen on Taiwan were a priceless opportunity to enforce this
idea.The Japanese were encouraged in this by Charles Le Gendre (1830–99), the former



American consul in Amoy, China, who pushed himself on the Japanese as an adviser in
Taiwanese aboriginal matters, and urged them to use the incident as a political lever. A Civil War
veteran and a fearsome sight, having lost an eye and part of his nose to a bullet in Virginia, the
French-born Le Gendre had advanced as far as he could in his diplomatic career. He was calling
in on Japan on his way home to the United States, having been reprimanded for over-stepping
his authority, and refused promotion to a higher position.Le Gendre regarded his main
achievement to have been a successful resolution of an earlier situation on Taiwan, where he
had secured an agreement from aborigines to never attack men on ships that flew the American
flag. He had done so by inviting himself along as an “observer” on a Chinese expedition, seizing
command from the hapless Chinese general, and marching into the hinterland to parley with the
local chieftain Toketok.Le Gendre regarded Taiwan as a microcosm of all China, and hence that
his limited knowledge of the island made him an expert on the entire country. In 1871, he
summarized his ideas in a “letter” to a colleague, to which he subsequently appended 160
pages of memoranda and essays, and self-published in Amoy under the title How to Deal With
China. Now couched as learned advice to the U.S. Secretary of State, who had openly rejected
such counsel, the book’s one hundred copies were liberally strewn around the diplomatic
community, where its title page cunningly alluded to Le Gendre as both a general and a consul,
neither of which was really true at the time it was printed. It would be, however, the perfect calling
card in Japan.28Le Gendre arrived in Tokyo bragging about his military record and his
achievements in Taiwan as if he were a returning hero, and not a mild embarrassment being
edged towards early retirement. Talking himself up as an expert on matters Taiwanese, Le
Gendre observed that China’s hold on the island was tenuous at best, and that it would be in
Japan’s interest to seize the island, along with Korea and Manchuria (northeast China, the
homeland of the Manchu Emperors), in order to become the master of all Asia.29Formosa [i.e.
Taiwan] must change hands in the interest of civilization and humanity, no nation would be better
qualified than Japan to step in and take the place of China… Unless the Formosan tribes are
reconciled or else subdued and exterminated either by China or Japan, the impending evil
cannot be averted; and therefore, if China neglects the task, Japan, in self-protection, must
perform it herself.30Le Gendre’s confidence on Taiwanese matters led to his new position with
the Japanese government, as a diplomatic adviser. In that capacity, he prepared Notes of Travel
in Formosa, a compendium of everything he knew about the island, with legal commentary on
the international politics of an invasion. It amounted to a guide to how Japan in East Asia might
best imitate America’s manifest destiny, and remained under-the-table reading in Japanese
diplomatic circles for decades to come.Le Gendre accompanied the Japanese foreign minister
Soejima Taneomi to Beijing to discuss the Taiwan issue, much to the annoyance of the Chinese
negotiator, Li Hongzhang, who objected to the presence of a white man at a discussion of a
Sino-Japanese issue. But by June 1872, Le Gendre had what he wanted: an admission by the
Chinese that China had little real authority over the Taiwanese aborigines. If the Chinese were
unable to control the territory, observed Soejima, then the Japanese reserved the right to take



action of their own.31While Soejima was in China negotiating over the Taiwanese issue, there
was an attempt by his deputy back in Tokyo to send Saigō Takamori, the bullet-headed bruiser
last seen laughing off the blood and gore of the battle of Ueno, to negotiate with the Koreans,
over the issue of the Legation and international relations.An enthusiastic volunteer for the
mission, Saigō was planning on his own spectacular demise. He wrote that he was by far the
best choice of ambassador, but that since his mission was to die at the hands of an assassin,
thereby provoking an international incident, he would do his best. So, at least he confessed in
private letters—in public, he claimed that he would do his best to achieve a diplomatic
solution.32Fortunately for regional peace, at least in the short-term, Saigō’s departure was
delayed while the government bickered about the best way to deal with Korea. Japan had plenty
of overseas issues to deal with—some, like the Taiwan issue, were relatively minor, but hawks in
favor of a Korean war tried to play up the threat presented by Russia. This, too, was a matter of
some contention—one could just as easily argue that Russia would use unrest in Korea as an
excuse to increase its presence in the region, and that hence war was best avoided.Amid a whirl
of resignations in protest, and the sudden taking ill of the Chancellor of the Realm, Iwakura
Tomomi was ordered by the Emperor to take over the deliberations. Iwakura issued a firm ruling,
phrased as a memorial to the Emperor, regarding Japan’s lack of readiness to embark on a
foreign adventure. It had only been five years since the Restoration, he noted, and Japan
remained politically insecure and institutionally inexperienced. Security appeared to have been
established at home, but it was best to tread carefully. “Under such circumstances,” he wrote,
“dealing with foreign countries should not be viewed lightly.”33While many in the government
were in agreement about the need to take action, the time was not yet right. Japan needed to
juggle one threat of foreign interference against another—much of the young Meiji state was
shored up by loans from Britain, and Ōkubo Toshimichi, now the equivalent of the minister of
home affairs, was concerned that Britain would intervene if Japan leapt into a frivolous overseas
expedition before properly settling its debts at home.It took a while for the implications to sink in
—it was over a week before a heated argument between Saigō and Iwakura at the latter’s home,
in which even Saigō got the message. He was not going to be sent overseas to cause trouble.
Realizing that he was deeply unwelcome in the government, Saigō and his supporters resigned,
ending the rule of the “caretakers” and leaving Ōkubo’s faction free to take over. Ōkubo and his
allies planned to pursue a robustly imperialist foreign policy—there were plans for an expedition
to Taiwan in 1874, and a tougher stance to be taken on Korea in 1875.This was not good
enough for Saigō, who expressed his frustration with the aid of a classical Chinese allusion.“A
true man would be a shattered jewel,” he said, “ashamed to be an intact tile.”34 The phrasing
was drawn from a story some 1,300 years old, from the time of the collapse of the Northern Qi,
one of several contending Chinese dynasties in a period of medieval unrest. Faced with the
prospect of execution or living on with a usurper’s surname in 550 AD, one Qi nobleman
proclaimed: “Better to be shattered jade than a whole tile” (ning ke yu sui, bu neng wa quan).
Jade, the imperial stone, could famously be broken but never twisted, making it a symbol of



constancy and, to some extent, suicidal loyalty to an ideal—the jade/jewel mix-up is a feature of
the sheer antiquity of the language involved, as if a U.S. politician giving a speech today
suddenly dropped a reference in medieval Latin.By February 1874, the Japanese cabinet had
come around to Le Gendre’s way of thinking, while he continued to press that aboriginal territory
in Taiwan should be annexed by Japan “for the benefit of the whole civilized world.” Le Gendre
was seconded to Japan’s newly established Taiwan Aborigines Land Affairs Bureau, run by
Ōkuma Shigenobu (a man from Hizen). With Le Gendre’s encouragement, Ōkuma arranged with
his contacts in the Mitsubishi shipping company to arrange a task force to occupy Taiwan, with a
manpower roster that suggested less a punitive military action than the opening phase of a
colonization effort. Despite protests from the U.S. ambassador to Japan, who disapproved not
only of Le Gendre’s involvement, but of the presence of two American military advisers and a
rented U.S. ship, the expedition set out in May 1874. It was commanded by Saigō Takamori’s
brother, Saigō Tsugumichi, and left in a hurry, before the government could issue a
countermand.Accounts of the expedition demonstrate just how confusing the island’s diversity
was. The Japanese soldiers established friendly relations with the local chieftain Toketok, who
claimed suzerainty over 16 tribes, but not the Botan people on his borders, whom he hoped the
Japanese would suppress. While one group of Japanese soldiers was literally having a cook-out
with friendly tribesmen, presenting them with rifles as gifts, along with a Japanese flag for them
to fly as a sign of their cooperation (or alliance, or subjugation, depending on whom one asked),
another group of aborigines opened fire with rifles on a Japanese ship.The Botan tribe killed a
Japanese soldier on a scouting mission, and six more in an ambush of the party sent to
investigate, in a battle that claimed dozens of aboriginal lives, including that of Chief Toketok,
who was presumably fighting on the same side as the Japanese. Further military action was
curtailed by an outbreak of malaria among the invaders, which claimed 550 lives.In spite of such
disasters, the Taiwan expedition was an immense and underhand success. Not only did China
pay the Japanese to go away—in the words of the British diplomat Harry Parkes, demonstrating
a “willingness to pay to be invaded”—the Chinese admitted that they had little control over the
east of Taiwan, creating the potential for further interference. More cunningly, in managing to
wheedle even a single penny of compensation from China for the maltreatment of the
shipwrecked Ryūkyū sailors, Japan had made the Chinese concede that the Ryūkyūans were
Japanese subjects. Ryūkyū had enjoyed a dual status for centuries but had now been snipped
away from Chinese authority. The invasion of Taiwan might have appeared to be a failure but had
successfully locked Ryūkyū into a Japanese orbit. Wrangling about the implications would drag
on for the next half-decade, but by 1880, the Ryūkyū islands had been branded first a domain,
and then a full-fledged Japanese prefecture.35Now there was less of a fear of foreign
intervention. Japan had recently signed a treaty with Russia, while no foreign power had
bothered to intervene when Japan landed soldiers on Taiwan in 1874. Behind the scenes,
Charles Le Gendre advised that Korea should be next.36 It was not until September 20, 1875
that Japan made its move, when the Un’yō, a Japanese surveying vessel illegally in Korean



waters, sent a provisioning party ashore at Ganghwa island, near the mouth of the Han river that
led to Seoul. When Korean shore batteries opened fire on the intruders, the Un’yō shot back
from its shipboard guns and landed a raiding party.Facing surprised Korean soldiers with
nothing but matchlock muskets, the Japanese marines killed thirty-five. Japan then notified the
British and French that Korea had started it, and that this was an insult that needed to be
answered.If the “surveying” actions of the Japanese vessel seemed oddly similar to those of
Commodore Matthew Perry in Japanese waters twenty years earlier, that was no coincidence.
The U.S. had literally provided Japan with a playbook for gunboat diplomacy, when the U.S.
minister John Armor Bingham presented Inoue Kaoru, then the vice-minister of Japan’s legation
in Korea, with a copy of Perry’s memoirs.37At least officially, the whole thing was a
misunderstanding, although the ship’s commander, Inoue Yoshika, was a staunch supporter of
Saigō Takamori’s anti-Korean stance, with a bright career ahead of him that would see him
ultimately retire as an admiral and viscount, it is difficult to believe that he was not aware of
Korean coastal interdictions, nor indeed that he had put to sea without enough food and water to
get home again. Regardless, within a week of the Ganghwa Incident, Japan had dispatched
gunboats to Korea to “protect” Japanese subjects there from Korean reprisals.The Treaty of
Ganghwa, negotiated over the summer of 1876, heavily imitated the unequal treaties that Japan
had been made to sign itself. It was negotiated with many of the tricks from Commodore Perry’s
strategy, including the sight of an impressive looking flotilla of ships that, in truth, scraped up
almost everything in the Japanese Navy, along with a couple of rented foreign transports to bulk
out the numbers. Negotiators were also carefully inaccurate with the numbers they mentioned,
falsely claiming that there were four thousand Japanese soldiers aboard the ships, ready to
come ashore in case of trouble—in fact, there were only eight hundred.As with the Unequal
Treaties that the Japanese themselves had signed, there were clauses regarding the right to
come ashore to restock “wood and water,” and demands that Korea deal with Japan on an equal
footing, as per “the law of nations.” Like the Europeans and Americans in Japan, Japanese in
Korea were granted extraterritoriality, outside the rule of Korean law. At least the treaty asserted
that Korea was an independent state, although such a point was a matter of some contention.
For the Japanese, it implied that Korean’s independence was a claim that needed to be
supported with modernization suitable enough to ensure that Korea did not fall prey to another
foreign power—Japan, naturally, was ready to help with such developments. But this only
created a new problem elsewhere, since the apparent “independence” of Korea would come as
something of a surprise to the Chinese.The Ganghwa Treaty was not a simple copy of Japan’s
foreign treaties. The differences were more palpable than the similarities. Unlike Japan’s foreign
treaties, there was no “most-favored nation status,” so Japan was not obliged to share any of
these concessions with any other country. Moreover, Japanese imports and exports were not
only completely exempt from tariffs, but could be bought and sold in Korea using Japanese
currency.38However, concerns that Japan’s foreign policy required peace at home were well
founded. There were those among the former samurai who saw themselves excluded from the



adventures of the new order, short-changed by the reforms and betrayed by their former allies.
Such men formed a new nest of unrest, in those same, fractious southern domains that had
once started the Meiji Restoration.Already in February 1874, government troops had been sent
to Saga (the old Hizen domain), in order to prevent one of the resigned ministers from organizing
an unspecified attack—possibly on Korea itself, or even on the Japanese government. Saigō
Takamori himself put on a show of setting up schools in Satsuma, purportedly dedicated to
promoting a universal Confucian education and the increasingly outmoded virtues of a
traditional samurai. Suspiciously, by 1875, when the Japanese Navy was winning new victories
in Korea, the students of the Satsuma schools were forbidden from leaving to study in Tokyo—it
was as if Satsuma was walling itself away from the new government it had helped to
found.Tensions between the modernizing government and the samurai who had put it in power
continued to grow. In 1876, the samurai were stripped of their traditional right to wear swords in
public, which was now an honor restricted to state ceremonies, soldiers and police. In same
year, annual stipends, previously a guaranteed income samurai regarded as their birth right,
were transferred into thirty-year government bonds. There was no need for the samurai in public
life—they had lost their income, their swords and even their haircuts were out of fashion.39Some
had faded into the Army and Navy, and could be found among the officer class. But the likes of
Saigō had talked themselves out of any such role in the new order, and soon fought back. In one
insurrection in Satsuma, 200 samurai attacked Kumamoto castle and killed the governor. They
called themselves the Shinpūren—the League of the Divine Wind, itself a reference to the
Kamikaze storm that had once shielded south Japan from invaders. Five days later in Chōshū,
several hundred disaffected samurai seized a local arsenal and raided a local treasury—it was
thereby possible, just about, to spin such an action more as a bank robbery than an uprising.
Saigō himself did not make a move until the early months of 1877, when some of his schools
uncovered government agents, sent to infiltrate them on the suspicion that they were training
grounds for anti-government action.Saigō’s ill-fated Satsuma Rebellion did not have a clear plan.
It seemed framed as a replay of the victorious march on the Shōgun’s capital of 1868, although
not all of his recruits were aware that his grand gesture of “loyalty” to traditional values would
involve moving against the government in Tokyo.In the meantime, however, they were bogged
down at Kumamoto Castle, in a long siege of the government troops within. Several unrelated
groups also rose up, filling in the gaps in Saigō’s plan with false claims that support for him
would lead to such innovations as tax-free townships and local devolution of power. By March,
there were unfounded newspaper reports that Saigō carried a banner demanding “a New
Government, Rich in Virtue” (shinsei kōtoku), but while that was precisely the sort of thing one
might expect Saigō to say, it wasn’t true.40Saigō’s grand gesture, vaguely imagined to be a long
march on Tokyo, where he intended to “question” the government, never made it more than ten
kilometers outside of Kumamoto. Government troops arrived to relieve the siege, and a break-
out assault was turned back at Taburazaka—barely four stops on today’s local railway.Heavily
outnumbered, Saigō’s men still held off the imperial forces for some weeks, aided in part by the



local terrain—strongholds, redoubts and levees illegally designed to make the entire area
around Kumamoto an extension of its castle defenses. Tokugawa era law forbade each domain
having more than one castle, but the area around Kumamoto was festooned with fortified
“schools,” and something that one observer called “rifle pits”—forerunners of the trenches that
would come to distinguish wars to come, easily defensible and hastily constructed with shovels
and sandbags.41In one turnabout, the Satsuma rebels purloined the banner of the 14th Infantry
Regiment and waved it mockingly at its former owners. Despite his samurai leanings, Saigō
expected his opponents to behave like gentleman—he ordered his field hospitals marked with
customary white flags, only for the government troops to raid one of them and butcher the
wounded. It was, behind the scenes, not merely the last stand of the samurai, but the first victory
of the conscript troops—Saigō’s traditional organization had been overcome by trained farm
boys and fishermen.42 Or that, at least, was how the tale would eventually be spun. A media
clampdown prevented the newspapers from reporting heavy casualties among the government
forces. Foreign observers were less impressed, noting that the government officers were often
too timid to commit to large-scale battle, they were usually old-school samurai like Saigō himself,
inexperienced in the use of modern weaponry and tactics. With nothing left to lose, and fighting
on their home ground, Saigō and his men held out for longer than expected thanks to local
support and guerrilla tactics.But it was all over by September, with Saigō and his last 500 men
outnumbered sixty to one by the government forces. Wounded, Saigō was beheaded by one of
his lieutenants in a seppuku ceremony, true to the last to his samurai beliefs.Saigō’s failed
rebellion made him one of Japanese history’s great underdogs. He never had to compromise;
never had to come up with a solution to save lives instead of wasting them. He had fought his
way into the new order, thrown his weight around when his attitude and beliefs were no longer fit
for purpose, and plotted to start a distracting war with Korea. Finally, he had led an insurrection
and died for his beliefs, which were already disregarded by a state intent on putting the days of
the samurai behind it.But Saigō still had allies and supporters, seven of whom would murder the
statesman Ōkubo Toshimichi in 1878, in reprisal for “betraying” his Satsuma countrymen by
ordering the suppression of the rebellion. Saigō’s younger brother, Tsugumichi, went on to lead
the life that Saigō could have had as a more pragmatic member of the establishment, becoming
a cabinet minister, admiral and eventually a Marquis. It is thanks, in part, to the continued
presence of Satsuma men in the Japanese government that Saigō’s insurrection came to be
regarded with a degree of sheepish embarrassment, as if, for all his faults and his useful idiocy,
he had been the only man to cling to his beliefs. Folk legends persisted that he had somehow
escaped his enemies and was in hiding, plotting his revenge, or that he had been raised to the
heavens, appearing as a comet in the year of his death—albeit, somewhat inconveniently, a
month before he actually died.43The Emperor Meiji tried to draw a line under the seditious
leanings of some of those in his service. Meaningfully, in 1879, he changed the name of the
“Tokyo Shrine to Summon the Spirits” to the “Shrine to Quiet the State” (Yasukuni Jinja). Like
many of the other classical Chinese allusions in 19th-century Japanese politics, this reference



tends to be cited out of context, without much consideration of the original being quoted. In the
original Chinese, the term is found in an official’s defense of his decision to put a soldier into a
government position:I have done it to secure the quiet of the State. When you have men who
have rendered great service, and you do not give them the noblest offices, are they likely to
remain quiet? There are few who can do so.44The Emperor and his advisers would continue to
dismantle the foundations of the old samurai order, and to carefully mark out expectations for
soldierly conduct. The 1882 Imperial Rescript to Soldiers and Sailors began with a long pre-
amble in which the Emperor recited a potted history of martial matters in Japan, beginning with
the legendary Emperor Jinmu, who had personally led his men to put down opponents of the
throne. The samurai were blamed for 700 years of “politicking,” which was now apparently cured
by the restoration of true tradition, which meant that all men were able to fight for their Emperor,
not merely a privileged few. And it was a privilege, since the multi-part decree, which all military
personnel were obliged to memorize, began with an announcement that service to the nation
was a righteous way to repay one’s debt to the state for being born in it in the first place.As it is
the military that defends a nation and maintains state power, bear in mind that the strength of the
military determines the fortune of the nation. Instead of getting confused by the public opinions
or meddling in politics, simply offer the nation your allegiance, and be prepared for a duty that is
heavier than a mountain and a death that is lighter than a feather.The Rescript informed all
soldiers to respect rank and seniority (senior officers at the time, of course, usually being
members of the Satsuma and Chōshū cliques), and instructed them to regard the order of any
superior officer as a direct command from the Emperor himself. “There is a difference,” it warns,
“between foolhardiness and courage. Hot-blooded violence is not bravery. A serviceman must
always know his duty, maintain his courage, and consider matters prudently. True courage may
be found in devotion to military duty, without despising weak enemies, or fearing strong ones.”As
a blueprint for military protocol, it was a wonderfully clear document. In Japan’s battles and
intrigues over the next sixty years, it would be repeatedly ignored.A soldier’s life, for many a
mid-19th century samurai, had been one of relative idleness, devoted to one-on-one training in
the martial arts. Histories of warfare tend to concentrate on the battles won and lost, and
dramatic tales of bravery. They tend not to pay attention to the dull, humdrum realities of
everyday life for soldiers—exercises, training drills, endless practice. There was, observed the
French military attachés, an awful lot of kendō practice, pomp, ceremony and staged mock
battles, but very little practical experience of how it might feel to be on a twenty-mile route-march
or confronted by an enemy like Saigō, who refused to play by the rules of a war game.But even
here, there were politics. The Japanese were still debating how best to sample European
knowledge, and a faction behind the scenes was pushing a different country as the best
example. For a decade, the Japanese had been leaning on the advice of French military experts,
but as the Iwakura Mission had returned home to report, France might have once been the
nation of Napoleon, but that was far in the past. Why was Japan taking advice from French
soldiers, when French soldiers had been the losers in the Franco-Prussian War of 1870?Clearly,



Japan had hitched itself to the wrong wagon—leading to the dismissal of the French advisers in
1880, and a sudden love for all things German: a heftier concentration on a General Staff, better
able to manage longer-term planning in place of the relatively local focus of the French
tacticians.45 The leading influencer on Army development in the decade that followed was
Jakob Meckel (1842–1906), a Prussian military adviser brought in to reorganize the Japanese
Army.Meckel was a salesman for authoritarian government—his native Prussia had, after all,
originally began as the lands of the military order of the Teutonic Knights before merging with
Germany, and the old samurai guard were eager to agree with his suggestions for total
obedience to the Emperor.Meckel was also a big-picture guy, keen to encourage the Japanese
to consider large-scale operations. For years, the Japanese had pursued a samurai-era
obstructionism, fearful of introducing any new measures that might make it easier for an invader
to get around. Meckel turned this idea on its head, insisting that Japanese domestic transport
networks allow swift and efficient connection of strategic points—by 1891, all military
installations were linked by rail. If there were ever an event like the Satsuma Rebellion again,
domestic forces could rush to deal with it. Prussian troops were trained in repeated war games,
military exercises that Meckel encouraged the Japanese to try. It was hence under his tutelage
that the Army staged an elaborate three-day exercise in 1890, based on the premise that a
foreign power had blockaded Japan’s coastline and landed an invasion force in Nagoya, which
had to be contained while Japanese reinforcements arrived to bolster a counter-attack. One
lesson learned was the crucial contribution of rail transport—a division that had marched
overland from Osaka was left with feet so swollen that they had to switch their boots for
sandals.46On Meckel’s advice, Japanese soldiers were no longer billeted in long-term barracks
like a super-police force to keep order. Instead, they were organized into divisions that could be
redeployed—effectively, Meckel’s reforms switched the Army from an essentially defensive or
constabulary role to an offensive one.47Meckel’s tactical experience, however, was less
beneficial to the Japanese. He was a veteran of the Franco-Prussian War, which meant his
experience of direct military technology was already over a decade out of date. His emphasis on
an authoritarian state, fielding an army that unquestioningly followed orders, carried at the sharp
end the concept of soldiers fearlessly advancing on enemy positions in a column, the sheer
weight of numbers allowing for victory despite a high loss of life. This emphasis on the
importance and disposability of infantry, in an age of ever-increasing rate-of-fire for defenders’
small-arms, would waste many Japanese lives in future wars.48As lawyers drafted Japan’s new
constitution, the Emperor’s role as commander-in-chief was circumscribed—although, yes, he
was the leader of the Japanese military, his responsibilities were at least constitutionally limited
to issuing approved commands, and determining the size and budgets of the military. Just as
civilians could not be trusted to command military forces in the field, the Emperor could not be
expected to make strategic or tactical decisions without expert advice. The Army Minister and
Navy Minister, posts created in 1872 as part of the general military reforms, could continue to
advise him in his cabinet, but he now also received the attentions of a Chief of Staff, outside of



cabinet protocols, who would offer advice and report to him directly on military matters,
regardless of the political party in power, or faction dominating in the cabinet.49As part of the
general proclamation of the Meiji Constitution in 1889, the late Saigō Takamori was pardoned for
his actions, and lauded as the “last true samurai.” Later the same year, a statue of him was
unveiled in Ueno Park, the site of his famous victory, although in a sop to his enemies, it
depicted him not in uniform but in civilian dress with a hunting dog at his side. Or at least, it was
supposed to depict him—nobody was sure any more what he looked like. Having shunned all
photography during his lifetime as an unwelcome foreign imposition, there were no surviving
images of Saigō, and his appearance was guessed at by artists who created a collage based on
images of his closest relatives.An editorial in Taiyō magazine warned of the dangerous
precedent in honoring such a man in such a prominent public fashion, more likely to weasel its
way into the public consciousness than “ten volumes of historical biography”:But honestly
speaking, we feel that the building of a statue for him in Ueno Park is an immoral act. Our private
opinions aside, it is a historical fact that his life ended with an act of treason… Ueno Park is one
of the finest and largest parks in the empire. If a statue is to be built in such a location, it ought to
depict a person worth of veneration…50After all, Saigō had not died in the service of the state,
which was why his spirit was not to be worshipped at the Yasukuni Shrine. Surely, some
suggested, the state should be venerating those men who were loyal soldiers to the Emperor—
men like Japan’s Army Chief of Staff, Yamagata Aritomo (Chōshū), who was so loyal he was
about to rig an election in the name of national security.
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